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Although it is the only major aluminium rolling 
operation in Sub-Saharan Africa, Hulamin exports 
more than 60% of its sales to customers around the 
globe. The company is committed to contributing 
to the upliftment of manufacturing in South Africa 
through its role as both supplier and customer; and 
to its role as a responsible leader in sustainable 
development in southern Africa.

Each of its businesses shares a passion for 
aluminium, a unique metal with a superior range of 
benefits and endless application possibilities.

HULAMIN
Hulamin is an independent mid-stream aluminium 
semi fabricator and fabricator of aluminium 
products. It is a primary metal beneficiary.

The company is situated in South Africa, where 
there are large quantities of aluminium products 
much of it exported at little added value.

Hulamin is focused on South African and other 
product-specific end-use markets around the world, 
and creates value through meeting customers’ 
needs for high-value aluminium semi-fabricated 
products. In doing so, it brings economic activity to 
the province of KwaZulu-Natal, stimulating business 
activities, creating employment and contributing to 
the upliftment of this region.
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PHILOSOPHY
Through the commitment to a common purpose 
we can forge our own destiny. Knowledge and 
attitude give us power over our business challenges 
and personal circumstances.

BUSINESS
We manufacture and market high quality rolled 
and extruded aluminium products which meet 
the needs of our customers in South Africa and 
internationally.

CORE PURPOSE
Our core purpose is to consistently meet or exceed 
the reasonable expectations of  stakeholders 
(which specifically include employees, customers, 
suppliers, shareholders and the communities that 
surround us). We do this by creating value through 
the manufacture of high-value aluminium semi-
fabricated products. In doing so, we contribute to 
the upliftment of the standard of living in the region. 
We achieve this by stimulating business activities 
associated with adding value to the large quantities 
of primary aluminium produced in the region and 
through pursuing related business opportunities 
within which we can further apply our capabilities.

VISION
We continually seek to grow our business by 
satisfying the demands of our customers and 
supporting the growth of aluminium usage in our 

chosen market sectors. Our corporate symbol, the 
Circle of Synergy, illustrates our commitment to 
partnerships with our suppliers, customers and the 
communities in which we operate.

STATEMENT OF VALUE
We deliver on our promises.

VALUES
1. Mutual Respect;
2. Working safely and responsibly;
3. Honesty and Integrity;
4. Customer Value; and
5. Teamwork

PROMISES
• Earn a reputation for excellent customer 

service.
• Generate respectable profits in our operations.
• Set the benchmark in our industry for safe and 

responsible manufacturing.
• Assist all employees to uplift their skill levels. 

THE STANDARDS WE SET OURSELVES
Our success will be measured by the extent to 
which:
a. We are respected and admired by all our               
      stakeholders.
b. We are regarded as an employer of choice.
c. We are filled with pride in our achievements.
d. We make the world a better place.
e. We enrich the lives of our employees.
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OUR HERITAGE
From sales office to the only major aluminium rolling operation in Sub-Saharan Africa.

1935 
Aluminium limited of Canada 

(ALCAN) opened a sales office in 
South Africa. 1940

Registration of the Aluminium 
Company of South Africa.

1969
Listed on the JSE as Alcan 

Aluminium Company of South 
Africa. 1974

The Huletts Corporation acquired 
a controlling interest from Huletts 
Aluminium.1981

The Huletts Corporation merged 
with the Tongaat Group.

1982
Name of the company changed to 
Hulett Aluminium (PTY) Limited.

1986
Alcan sold its remaining holding to 

Hulett Aluminium becoming a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Tongaat Hulett. 1986

The Hulett and Tongaat board 
approved a R2.4 billion expansion 
project.1996

Hulett Aluminium shareholders 
approved a further R950 million 

expansion project. 2006
The company was unbundled from 
Tongaat Hulett, changing its name 
to Hulamin Limited.2007

Hulett Aluminium shareholders 
approved a further R950 million 

expansion project.
2013
Game-changing agreement with 
Bevcan for the manufacture of 
all-aluminium beverage cans to the 
local Market.2015

Acquired metal supply agreement 
for 96000 tons of slab from 

South32 (former BHP Billiton).



GROWTH
Hulamin has grown and expanded operations with 
significant investments over the last twenty years to 
ensure the future of the company and aluminium.

As South Africa underwent the transition to a 
democracy and the world markets opened up in 
the 1990’s, a period of rapid change ensued for 
Hulamin. New opportunities and threats presented 
themselves and business became more globally 
competitive.

The company chose to seek opportunity in its 
future by committing the organisation to an 
unprecedented transformation, expanding its 
rolled products manufacturing facility. 

The R2.4 billion expansion project in 1996 improved 
manufacturing processes and invested heavily in 
production, facilities and equipment. The ambitious 
expansion unleashed enormous potential at the 
company and by the year 2000, turnover had 
doubled. Today the rolled products operations is 
the largest in the group, contributing the bulk of 
the company’s turnover.

In 2006, Hulamin expanded its rolled products 
capacity with a R940 million investment. The 
expansion addressed two requirements: A need to 
increase production capacity, and improving the 
company’s ability to deliver higher value products. 
This expansion increased Hulamin’s rolled products 
capacity by 25%, increasing its competitiveness, 
especially in the foil and plate product markets. 

The more recent upgrade of the recycling plant 
followed a game changing agreement between 
Hulamin and Nampak Bevcan in 2013. The R300 
million state-of-the-art facility was built specifically 
to recycle used aluminium beverage cans. The 
expansion sees Hulamin providing aluminium 
to Bevcan for the manufacture of all-aluminium 
beverage cans to the local market. Many kinds of 
beverage cans, including well-known brands like 
Coke, Fanta, Castle and Hansa are converting from 
tin-plated steel to aluminium. 

The furnace installed is touted as the world’s most 
energy efficient and environmentally friendly way 
to melt contaminated aluminium scrap. While most 
other furnaces incinerate reclaimed cans, the new 
Hulamin furnace remelts the thin aluminium of 

used beverage cans while conserving the maximum 
amount of aluminium from the scrap.  

The volatile organic compounds present in coated 
beverage cans is consumed as fuel to power 
the furnace, resulting in less landfill and fewer 
emissions into the atmosphere.

In 2015 Hulamin ensured it’s future as a leading 
player in the aluminium industry when it became 
a strategic partner with a BEE entity, Isizinda 
Aluminium. Together a transaction to acquire the 
Bayside casthouse in Richards Bay was completed.

The shareholders of Isizinda Aluminium include 
Bingelela Capital and Hulamin with 60% and 40% 
ownership respectively. Isizinda Aluminium is a 
KZN broad based black economic empowered 
consortium.  Bingelela Capital which is Zululand 
based comprises four different groups, and is 100% 
African owned with a 52% female shareholding.

The transaction culminated from several years of 
positive engagement between Hulamin and BHP 
Billiton to ensure the sustainability of the Bayside 
casthouse. The transaction includes a liquid metal 
supply agreement, whereby liquid metal from the 
nearby Hillside smelter is transported to Bayside.

Hulamin is committed to a future with aluminium.
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HULAMIN BUSINESSES
Hulamin operates three businesses: Hulamin Rolled Products, Hulamin Extrusions and Hulamin Containers.  
The processes and manufacturing operations critical for Hulamin’s businesses are located in Pietermaritzburg, 
KwaZulu-Natal and Midrand Gauteng.

HULAMIN ROLLED PRODUCTS

Hulamin Rolled Products business is the largest operation 
in the Hulamin group. It is a modern, globally competitive 
producer of a range of aluminium flat rolled products for 
a wide range of increasingly sophisticated end uses. The 
high-specification, tight-tolerance, complex nature of 
rolled products makes it a popular choice in South Africa, 
regional African markets and across all continents. 

HULAMIN EXTRUSIONS

Hulamin Extrusions has the widest range of 
extrusion capabilities in sub-Saharan Africa. 
It has a leading position in the demanding 
engineering markets, in transportation, 
renewable energy, automotive and general 
engineering applications and is also a supplier 
of architectural extrusions.

HULAMIN CONTAINERS

Hulamin Containers is South Africa’s leading producer 
of rigid aluminium foil containers and related branded 
culinary items, such as foil and confectionery dishes, for 
the catering and food industry.
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Hulamin Rolled Products, the largest operation in 
the Hulamin group, produces a range of aluminium 
sheet, plate and foil products. The business 
focuses on high-specification, tight tolerance and 
complex products, where customers are offered a 
unique mix of technical expertise, high technology 
manufacturing capability and responsive customer 
service. Hulamin’s modern aluminium rolling 
business maintains supply relationships with 
customers in the packaging, automotive, transport, 
building, electrical and general engineering 
industries worldwide.

Hulamin’s rolled products are exported to Europe, 
North America, South America, the Middle East, 
Oceania and Asia. The South African and regional 
African market is an important and growing base 
for the business.

Markets are supplied from the manufacturing 
facility in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, and is 
supported by sales offices around South Africa, 
Europe, USA and China. Sales offices, agents and 
distributors play a key role in bringing this leading 
South African manufacturer closer to customers 
and their unique requirements.

Customers are supplied from Hulamin’s Rolled 

Products operation, which includes a casthouse 
and recycling facility, continuous casters, a hot 
mill line, cold and foil rolling mills and a range 
of finishing equipment. The precision finishing 
processing lines include cut-to-length lines, slitters, 
cleaning and tension levelling lines and coil coating 
lines. A dedicated plate plant is fully equipped with 
heat treatment, sawing, stretching and plate cut-
to-length lines. 

A wide range of alloys is produced that enable 
Hulamin to satisfy the demands for a range of 
customised and standard products.

Hulamin’s laboratory contains all the equipment 
required for precise metallurgical analysis and 
quality control support.

HULAMIN ROLLED PRODUCTS
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PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

The applications for aluminium rolled products 
are numerous and varied. Aluminium has many 
beneficial properties that make it a key material in 
the modern world. Aluminium’s light weight (it is 
a third the density of steel), corrosion resistance, 
high electrical conductivity, attractive finish and 
many strength and workability properties when 
alloyed, ensure its use in many industries.

ROLLED ALUMINIUM USES INCLUDE:

• Packaging Foil:- Light gauge foil for long-life 
products, flexible packaging and wrappings, 
household foil, rigid foil catering containers.

• Packaging:- Beverage can body, end and tab 
stock as well as screw cap closures.

• Building and Construction:- Painted and mill 
finish roofing sheet, gutter and awning coil, foil 
for insulation applications.

• Automotive:- Fin and tube stock material for 
radiator components, heatshields, plate for 
battery enclosures.

• Transport:- Fuel tanks, tankers (fuel and dry 
bulk), tippers, trailers, tanker walkways and 
components.

• Electrical and electronics:- Busbars , vacuum 
chamber plate and distribution boards. 

• General Engineering:- Machined components, 
cable parts, fridge components base plates, 
tooling plate, tread sheet, number plate, solar 
installation insulation coil and consoles.

To succeed in these demanding markets, Hulamin 
Rolled Products has achieved accreditation for a 
number of internationally recognised and specified 
standards. These include ISO 9001:2000, ISO 22000 
and ISO/TS 16949:2009. Additional certifications 
include Lloyds, RVA, SANAS, DNV, BBA and ABS. 
Through its ISO 14001 accreditation, Hulamin 
Rolled Products has integrated an environmental 
management system into its manufacturing 
processes. 
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HULAMIN EXTRUSIONS
Hulamin Extrusions is South Africa’s leading 
aluminium extruder. Operating out of two plants in 
Johannesburg and Pietermaritzburg with a sales and 
distribution outlet in Cape Town. Hulamin Extrusions 
has over 65 years’ experience in developing new 
markets and servicing South African customers as 
well as in exporting to customers around the world.

Improved productivity has increased extrusion 
capacity ensuring that Hulamin Extrusions is well 
positioned to satisfy total market requirements for 
many years to come.

Hulamin Extrusions has a library of more than 15 000 
dies, the majority of which are for the production 
of customer bespoke shapes. The business offers 
a wide range of standard shapes including rods, 
angles, tubes and I-sections for various market 
sectors. Hulamin Extrusions’ expertise lies in the 
ability to assist customers with specific designs, by 
first understanding the clients’ end product and 
production methods and collaborating in the de sign 
of an extrusion, which will optimize manufacturing 
efficiencies and final product performance.

The cost-effectiveness of aluminium extrusions 
has resulted in their extensive use in almost every 
industry and market application. Aluminium 
extrusions are found all around us at home, work 
and play. In the transport sector extrusions are 
used in cars, planes, trucks, trains and boats. The 
construction sector uses aluminium extrusions 
extensively in airports, factories, stadiums, solar 
farms, installations and power stations. Durable 
goods like machines, fridges, stoves, furniture, 
frames, signs, pumps, scaffolding, ladders and 

lighting include many extruded components. The 
biggest single market for aluminium extrusions 
around the world is building and construction, with 
extensive application in façades, doors, windows 
and partitioning.

Customers rest assured in the knowledge that the 
business operate an ISO 14001:2004 environmental 
management system and an ISO 9001:2008 
quality system, which requires management of 
quality throughout the production process. This 
starts with a comprehensive contract review, 
through the extrusion process, to the shipment of 
product to customers. Laboratory facilities include 
spectrographic analysis, tensile testing of products 
and ultrasonic testing.

Extruded profiles are produced to defined 
tolerances, while manufacturing tolerances are 
those of BS EN 755:2008. Manufacturing to 
alternative standards (such as DIN) are also possible 
by prior arrangement. 

Products are supplied to customer requirements 
in mill, anodized or painted finishes. In-house 
fabrication facilities cut, drill, miter or punch 
product to specification.

Waste is minimised with the in-house remelt/
recycling facility, which produces aluminium billet 
for re-use in the extrusion process.
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Founded in 1975, Hulamin Containers has grown to 
become South Africa’s preferred supplier of quality 
aluminium foil containers and related products. 
Relationships with customers and suppliers and 
a commitment to continuous improvement not 
only in business processes but also in product 
development, have kept this division at the 
forefront of the food packaging industry.

In order to remain competitive and to  
keep abreast with international 

packaging trends and the 
move into smooth 

wall aluminium 
containers, Hulamin 

Containers has 
made substantial 
investments in 
new technology 
presses and 
dies. The 
business is in a 
good position 

to support 
the local food 

packaging market 
with quality and cost 

effective aluminium 
packaging including 

a range of smooth wall 
containers. These containers offer 

greater strength and a superior appearance which 
is vitally important when the product is displayed 
on supermarket shelves.

Hulamin Containers continues to manufacture and 
supply a comprehensive range of traditional wrinkle 
wall foil containers for the convenience, fast food 
as well as the bakery and confectionery industries. 
Engineered to meet the specific requirements of 
the South African consumer, with material supplied 
by Hulamin Rolled Products for specific and select 
alloys and tempers, Hulamin aluminium foil 
containers have the reputation of being strong and 
rigid.

For end consumers, Hulamin’s aluminium foil 
containers are a form of packaging that can be 
trusted. All  containers are manufactured according 
to strict ISO 14000, ISO 18000 and FSSC 22000 
standards, which are maintained and audited by 
SGS.

Hulamin Containers has sales offices and showrooms 
in the major centres in South Africa. The aluminium 
foil containers are distributed through a network of 
distributors in South Africa as well as other parts 
of the world. For more information on Hulamin 
aluminium foil containers please visit the website.

HULAMIN CONTAINERS
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The production of aluminium into plate, sheet and 
foil requires a significant investment in sophisticated 
plant and equipment. Hulamin’s rolling mill is 
designed to convert primary aluminium and 
scrap into plate, sheet and foil to the demanding 
specifications required by global customer base.

CASTHOUSE AND RECYCLING

The process starts with the casting of rolling slab. 
The Hulamin casthouse on Hulamin’s Camps Drift 
site and the Isizinda casthouse in Richard’s Bay 
(operated by Hulamin) cast all Hulamin’s rolling 
slab requirements. 

Primary metal from the smelter in Richard’s Bay 
is the main feedstock for slab casting; scrap is the 
other main feedstock and is sourced primarily from 
Hulamin and customers’ process scrap. All scrap 
from the rolling process is segregated by alloy, 
before being recycled. Primary ingot and scrap is 
charged into 60 ton melting furnaces to heat the 
metal to between 660°C and 700°C. During this 
melting process, metal is alloyed and treated to the 
required composition.

Coated scrap and scrap with potential contaminants 
is pre-treated in specialised cleaning and melting 
furnaces and then transferred to the main melting 
furnaces.

After melting, the molten metal is transferred to 
holding fur naces, where the liquid metal is treated 
and impurities are al lowed to settle out at required 
temperatures. 

Thereafter the molten metal is, skimmed to remove 
floating dross and further cleaned to remove any 
impurities. The furnace is then tilted, allowing the 
liquid aluminium to flow down a launder into water-
cooled rectangular moulds. This process, known as 
“Direct Chill” casting, results in ingots which weigh 
between 6 tons and 16 tons. 

SCALPING AND REHEATING 

The surface of a rolling slab contains oxides and 
segregated layers formed during the solidification 
process. This surface layer is detrimental to the 
product and the ingots are therefore machined in 
a milling operation known as “scalping” to remove 
the surface layer from the rolling surfaces and sides.

After scalping, the rolling slabs ingots are loaded 
into gas-fired pre-heating furnaces at 500°C to 
620°C.

ALLOYING ELEMENTS1

PRIMARY ALUMINIUM

PROCESS SCRAP

REMELT SLAB CASTING2

SLAB SCALPING3
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These are pusher type furnaces where ingots are 
“pushed” sequentially through the furnaces’ five 
heating zones. Automated control systems regulate 
the temperature for precise homogenization. 
Scalped ingots are preheated to ensure that a 
homoge neous microstructure is created. This is 
important for uniformity in the final product whilst 
the heat required for this operation also assists 
with hot rolling.

HOT ROLLING

The hot rolling process consists of two stages. In 
the first stage, the pre-heated and scalped rolling 
slabs are loaded onto the hot rolling line. Each slab 
is then processed through the roughing mill (also 
known as a breakdown mill). This initial hot rolling 
process reduces the thickness of the slab by up to 
95% and increases its length 24 times, through a 
series of precisely controlled rolling passes.

In the second hot rolling stage, the strip, which 
is now approximately 140 metres in length, is 

transferred along a roller table to the hot finishing 
mill, where precise control of many variables, 
including temperature, emulsion, speed, tension 
and force ensures that it is rolled down to a tight  
tolerance intermediate thickness. In this process, 
the strip is rolled and then coiled, followed 
immediately by decoiling and rolling again, in a 
number of passes. 

The temperature of the coil after rolling is 300°C to 
360°C. The coil is then removed from the hot line 
and cooled to ambient temperature.

COLD ROLLING

Cold rolling is the process where hot rolled coils 
are rolled to the customer’s required thickness. 
Coils are transported to the cold mill area on the 
Edendale site after hot rolling.

Cold rolling derives its name from the fact that 
coils are at ambient temperature when starting the 
rolling process, un like hot rolling which requires 
preheating. Cold rolling is a single pass operation, 
whereby coils are loaded onto the un -coiler, rolled 
and removed from the recoiler.

Coils are cooled between cold rolling passes (from 
approximately 100°C). Cold rolling pass schedules 
are designed by experienced metallurgical and 
control engineers to achieve the required tight 
gauge tolerances and mechanical properties.

SLAB PREHEATING4

HOT ROLLING5

COLD ROLLING6

PLATE PRODUCTION

• Cut to length
• Stretching/Levelling
• Heat Treatment
• Packing
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ANNEALING

After one or more cold rolling passes, some 
products must be softened through reheating 
(known as annealing) to regulate the mechanical 
properties or to permit further reduction 
in thickness during subsequent cold rolling. 
Coils are heated at varying temperatures of 
between 300°C and 360°C, with varying cycle 
times depending on the alloy and end use. 

FOIL ROLLING

Foil rolling is a form of cold rolling, for very thin 
products (typically of less than 0.2mm thickness) 
and certain alloys. Hulamin’s stand-alone foil mills 
are capable of further reducing cold rolled products 
to gauges as low as 6 microns (six thousandths of 
a millimetre). A coil of foil of this thickness when 
unwound would be 200km long!

PLATE PROCESSING

Some thicker rolled products do not require cold 
rolling. This group of products, generally thicker 
than 6mm, is known as plate. Most plate rolled by 
Hulamin is produced from heat-treatable alloys. 
Heat treatment in this instance imparts strength 
to the final products. The heat treatment process 
involves heating and tightly controlled rapid water 
spray cooling, also known as quenching, followed 
by artificial hardening from exposing the plates to 
temperatures between 150°C to 190°C. 

After achieving the required mechanical properties 
through these processes, the plates are processed 
for width, length, flatness and surface finish. 
Automated shears, saws and cut-to-length lines cut 
the plates to the required customer specification.

FINISHING AREAS7

FOIL 
ROLLING

COATING & 
PAINTING

ANNEALING

PRETREATMENT
& LEVELLING

NARROW 
SLITTING

CUT TO LENGTH

CIRCLE 
BLANKING
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EXTRUSION PROCESS

The aluminium extrusion process begins with the 
design: It is the design of the product, based on its 
intended use that determines many of the ultimate 
production parameters. Questions regarding 
machinability, finishing, and environment of use 
will lead to the choice of alloy to be extruded. The 
function of the profile will determine the design 
of its form, and hence, the design of the die that 
shapes it. The next key step is the fabrication of 
the extrusion die in Hulamin’s die manufacturing 
facility. Dies are designed and manufactured using 
CAD/CAM techniques and the dies are “cut” from 
special die steels.

Billet is the starting stock for the extrusion 
operation. Extrusion billet is cylindrical, and the 
appropriate length to be charged is placed into 
the extrusion press container. The billet is cut from 
a longer length of alloyed aluminium, known as 
a log. Hulamin buys log and also casts its own in 
the Pietermaritzburg casthouse. Extrusion alloys 
are composed of more than 95% pure aluminium 
and are alloyed with small amounts (usually less 
than five percent) of elements such as copper, 
manganese, silicon, magnesium or zinc. These 
alloying elements enhance the natural properties 
of aluminium and influence the extrusion process.

Once the proper alloy has been selected, and 
the die prepared, to make ready for the actual 
extrusion process, the billet and extrusion tools are 
preheated.

During extrusion, the billet is still solid, but has 
been softened in a heating furnace. Extrusion 
operations typically take place with billet heated to 
temperatures in excess of 430 - 460°C. The heated 
billet is placed into the extrusion press and a 
powerful hydraulic ram pushes the softened metal 
through the die, to produce the desired profile. 
The extrusion process begins when the ram starts 
applying pressure to the billet within the billet 
container in the press.

The pressure capacity of a press and size of container 
determines how large an extrusion it can produce. 
Hulamin’s 3 800 ton press in Pietermaritzburg is the 
largest press in sub-Saharan Africa.

As pressure is applied, the billet is forced against the 
die, becoming shorter and wider until its expansion 
is restricted by full contact with the container walls. 
Then as the pressure increases, the soft (but still 
solid) metal has no place else to go and begins to 
squeeze out through the shaped orifice of the die to 
emerge on the other side as a fully formed profile.

BILLET CASTING1 DIE MANUFACTURING2

EXTRUSIONS3
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About 10 percent of the billet, including its outer 
skin, is left behind in the container. The completed 
extrusion is cut off at the die and the remainder of 
the metal is removed to be recycled. After leaving 
the die, the still hot extrusion may be quenched, 
mechanically treated, and aged.

Depending on billet size and die opening, 
continuous extrusion as long as 45m may be 
produced with each stroke of the press. The 
newly-formed extrusion is supported on a runout 

conveyor as it leaves the press. Depending on the 
alloy, the extrusion is cooled after emerging from 
the die, either naturally or through the use of air 
or water quenches. This is a critical step to ensure 
sufficient metallurgical properties after ageing. The 
extrusion is then transferred to a cooling table.

A stretcher is employed, after the profile has been 
quenched (cooled) to straighten the extrusion 
and correct any twisting that may have occurred 
subsequent to extrusion. A finish cut saw is used to 
cut the profile to the specified commercial length. 
Saw chips and off-cuts of the profiles are collected 
for recycling.

Some extrusion alloys reach their optimal strength 
through the process of ageing, sometimes known 
as age-hardening. Natural ageing occurs at 
room temperature. Artificial ageing takes place 
through controlled heating in an ageing oven and 
is sometimes referred to as precipitation heat-
treating. When the profile emerges from the press 
it is in a semi-solid state, but rapidly solidifies as 
it cools or is quenched (whether by air or water). 
The profiles are further strengthened or hardened 
through controlled thermal treatment in an ageing 
oven and are then ready for packing.

Customers may specify their own packaging 
requirements, or the type of extruded product may 
suggest a particular method of packaging for ease 
of storage or delivery.

HEAT TREATMENT4

FINISHING (OPTION)5

PACK & SHIP TO CUSTOMER6

POWDER COATING ANODISING FABRICATION
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Think future. Think Aluminium.
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SUSTAINABILITY
For Hulamin employees, contributing to the 
sustainability of the business adds a depth of 
purpose to their work. Hulamin is situated in a 
society with enormous challenges and while the 
company can play a leadership role in many areas, 
the business is also symbiotically linked to the 
socio-economic and natural environment in which 
the company is located.

Hulamin’s sustainability efforts are categorised into 
five areas:

Economic Value, which covers how the value 
created by the business is allocated and invested 
towards a broad range of longer term objectives.

Environmental Stewardship, which reports on 
Hulamin’s efforts to thrive in harmony with the 
natural environment. The following programs are 
in place:
• An Environmental Management System.
• Generic and specialized environmental training 

across the business.
• Hulamin participates in a number of regional 

environmental and other related forums.

Social Investment, including Hulamin’s 
contributions to the upliftment of the societies in 
which its operations are located:
• Hulamin recognizes the Black Economic 

Empowerment (BEE) social imperative for 
sustainability of the South African economy. 
In 2007, Hulamin concluded agreements that 
facilitated the acquisition of an effective 10% 
equity ownership in Hulamin by broad based 
BEE partners and a further 5% by a Hulamin 
employee trust.

• Hulamin has preferential procurement and 
corporate social investment programmes in 
place with local communities.

Product Stewardship, covers the holistic approach 
to Hulamin’s products, their use, impact and 
disposal.
• Hulamin actively participates and encourages 

scrap recycling, both within business as well as 
with customers.

• Hulamin values close and long-standing 
relationships with customers. Experience has 
shown that the most sustainable improvements 
to product, packaging, re-use, recycling, 
redesign and carbon footprints are achieved 
through these sustainable relationships.

Human Capital, covers Hulamin’s efforts in 
developing the capabilities of its people, their 
safety and the company’s commitment to their 
health and well-being.
• Employment equity has been a priority for the 

business for many years. The equity programme 
has been very successful, with significantly 
more managers than before from previously 
disadvantaged groups.

• Hulamin invests in the training and development 
of employees, to ensure ongoing skills 
development.

• The safety of employees, contractors, visitors 
and equipment is a core value for Hulamin and 
takes top priority.

• Employee health is an important focus, with 
Wellness Days, Voluntary Counselling and 
Testing and free Anti-Retroviral Treatment 
available to employees.

As demonstrated by Hulamin’s record and credibility 
within the indus try, the business has shown that it is 
a responsible corporate citizen that all stakeholders 
can be proud to be associated with.



HULAMIN OFFICES 
HULAMIN LIMITED
Edendale
Pietermaritzburg
Tel +27 (0)33 395 6911
hulamin@hulamin.co.za

HULAMIN ROLLED PRODUCTS
Edendale
Pietermaritzburg
Tel +27 (0)33 395 6911
rolledproducts@hulamin.co.za

Sandton
Gauteng
Tel +27 (0)11 453 1070
rolledproducts@hulamin.co.za

Pinelands
Cape Town
Tel +27 (0)21 530 5300
rolledproducts@hulamin.co.za

HULAMIN EXTRUSIONS
Midrand
Johannesburg
Tel +27 (0)11 206 0200
extrusions@hulamin.co.za

Pietermaritzburg
Tel +27 (0)33 395 6241
extrusions@hulamin.co.za

HULAMIN EXTRUSIONS
Pinelands
Cape Town
Tel +27 (0)21 530 5300
extrusions@hulamin.co.za

HULAMIN CONTAINERS
Eastwood
Pietermaritzburg
Tel +27 (0)33 390 3481
containers@hulamin.co.za

HULAMIN CONTAINERS
Electron
Gauteng
Tel +27 (0)11 613 3547
containers@hulamin.co.za

HULAMIN CONTAINERS
Montague Gardens
Cape Town
Tel +27 (0)21 551 1940
containers@hulamin.co.za

www.hulamin.co.za
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